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In the world of education there are myriad ways to teach and to consolidate what 

has been learnt. A quiz is a quick assessment of students’ knowledge. 

Quizzes help to embed information in brains providing a firm foundation for the 

next stage of learning. To reinvent the education system and give students a break 

from traditional classroom learning, there is a dire need to revive the quiz culture 

which can act as a facilitator by bringing innovation to quizzes and ensuring active 

participation among students.  

Besides the obvious academic benefits of expanding student's knowledge and 

exploring new skills, quizzes are known to redefine the education system. 
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Aim & Objective 

`Entomology Quiz-2022`will bolster the interest of the prospective agricultural 

graduates and postgraduate students in the field of Agricultural Entomology.  

The quiz is likely to exhort the students for preparing themselves for the 

competitive examinations in entomology such as ICAR-PG entrance, ICAR- 

JRF/SRF/NET/ ARS. 

Participants 

Undergraduate and Postgraduate students of CSK Himachal Pradesh Krishi 

Vishvavidyalaya, Palampur and other adjoining agricultural universities of 

Northern India. 

Event Details 

The quiz is open for participation to undergraduate (B.Sc. (Hons.) Agriculture 3rd and 4th 

year) and postgraduate students (M.Sc & Ph.D) in Entomology. There will be at least a 

minimum of 5 teams. Each team will comprise of three participants and the team requires 

to be registered by 21st August, 2022 along with the names of participants. The Quiz Co-

ordinator will issue the instructions in this regard. The participants other than the host 

university will have to bear travelling and boarding and lodging expenses at their own. 

Organizers will facilitate the outside participants to accommodate in the university guest 

house subject to the availability. 

 Syllabi for Entomology Quiz-2022 will be as per ICAR-JRF/SRF Examination. The quiz 

will be organized on 27th of August, 2022 starting from 11AM  at College of Agriculture, 

Palampur and it will be covering Basic and Applied aspects of the subject. 

There will be five rounds in the quiz event comprising choice, no choice, visual, buzzer and 

rapid-fire rounds. In each round, at least five questions will be asked from each team. In 

case of buzzer round, team responding first will answer the question whereas in case of 

rapid-fire round, one of the team members has to answer number of questions in one 

minute. The questions of all the rounds will be of 5 marks each. Unanswered questions will 

be passed to the next team and will carry a weightage of 50%.  

The winner teams will be felicitated suitably whereas all participants will get certificates of 

participation.  

Date:   27 August,  2022         Time:   11:00 AM onwards 

Venue: College of Agriculture, CSK HPKV, Palampur 

Registration Link:  

https://forms.gle/rYU1WfjnvM5WW9Tv5 
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